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Lp NORMS OF CERTAIN KERNELS

ON THE TV-DIMENSIONAL TORUS

BY

L. COLZANI AND P. M. SOARDI

Abstract. In this paper we study a class of kernels FR which generalize the

Bochner-Riesz kernels on the ¿V-dimensional torus. Our main result consists in

upper estimates for the Lp norms of FR as R tends to infinity. As a consequence we

prove a convergence theorem for means of functions belonging to suitable Besov

spaces.

1. Throughout this paper we identify the ./V-dimensional torus TN (A7 > 2) with

the A'-dimensional cube QN = {x G RN: - 1/2 < x,. < 1/2}. S E RN will denote

a bounded open set. Suppose / is a complex-valued function defined on R " which

vanishes outside S and is continuous on S. For every g G LxiTN) and R > 0 we

form the means

Fr * Si') « 2 ÄR ~ lm)gim)expi2trimt) (I)
m

where t E TN, m ranges on the integer lattice ZN, and * denotes the convolution in

In several cases one is able to estimate the L '( TN) norm of the kernel

FR(t) = ^fiR-xm)exp(2-nimt) (2)
m

and (if 0 G 5 and /(0) = 1) deduce convergence results for the means (1) (as

£ ^ oo) when g belongs to certain classes of periodic functions (see e.g. [l]-[3], [7],

[8], [12]). For instance, if fix) = (1 - |jc|2)5 when |x| < 1 and fix) = 0 when

|x| > 1, then FR = KR is the familiar Bochner-Riesz kernel. In this case K. I.

Babenko (cf. [1]) has shown that ||£Ä||| is of the same order as r(k-{>/2-s as R

tends to infinity (N > 2, 0 < 5 < (N - l)/2), while Stein proved the estimate

llalli ~ log £ if 6 = (N - l)/2 [9]. Recently Yudin [12] obtained the estimate

\\Er\\\ = 0(R<N~X)/2) if/is the characteristic function of a closed balanced set C,

whose boundary has finite upper Minkowski measure. The method of Yudin

(which also yields estimates for the LP(TN) norms of FR) uses Jackson approxima-

tion theorem, which in turn involves estimates for the L2(RS) modulus of continu-

ity of/. Such a method can be adapted to a more general situation, as we show in

this paper. In §§2-4 we consider kernels of the type (2) associated with functions/

whose derivatives of certain orders are controlled by (not necessarily positive)
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powers of the distance from the boundary of S. We prove an estimate from above

for the LP(TN) norms of FR, which reduces to the estimate (from above) proved in

[1], [8], [9], [12] when FR coincides with one of the kernels studied in these papers.

(It should be remarked, however, that the authors of the first paper also obtain

results for much more general kernels not expressed by means of trigonometric

polynomials.)

In §5, as an application of the foregoing results, we prove a convergence theorem

for the means (1) when g belongs to suitable Besov spaces (see Nikolskii [6] and

Taibleson [11] for definition and properties of Besov spaces of periodic functions).

We wish to express our appreciation to L. de Michèle for his valuable criticism,

and to M. Taibleson for a discussion on the subject of this paper.

2. In this section we fix the notation and the assumptions that will be used in the

following. Nikolskii classes of periodic functions will be denoted by Hk(TN). We

recall that Hk(TN) is defined as the Besov space of all the periodic functions g

such that: (i) g and all its (generalized) derivatives of order r (r + t = k, r a

nonnegative integer, 0 < t < 1) belong to LP(TN), (ii) if D^g is such a derivative,

then IIA^Z)^)!^ < const|/i|T, where \£\ — r and A^ denotes the second difference

relative to the increment h. Here we have adopted the usual conventions for

multi-index £; we notice that the same symbol | • | will be used to denote euclidean

norms (or moduli) and length of multi-index. The nonperiodic Nikolskii classes

have an analogous definition. Such classes will be denoted by Hk(RN).

The L"(TN) norms (1 < p < oo) are denoted by || • 1^, while for LP(RN) norms

we write || • \\LP. The symbol * is used indifferently to denote convolution of

functions on TN or of functions on RN. We specify which case we are dealing with

only when confusion can arise.

If M is a subset of R N, we shall denote by M its closure and by oM its boundary.

Suppose ti E RN is an open set and r a nonnegative integer (or r = -f-oo). As

usual C(ti) denotes the class of all continuous functions on ti which are continu-

ously differentiable up to the order r. Finally A will denote a constant which may

vary from line to line.

Suppose S E RN is an open bounded set whose boundary S has finite upper

Minkowski measure, i.e. lim supc_>0 p(Te)/e < oo, where T£ is the union of all the

balls of radius e centered at the points of dS and p denotes the Lebesgue measure.

In the following we will consider complex-valued bounded functions / on RN

satisfying the following assumptions:

fix) = 0   if x does not belong to S; (3)

there exist an integer n > 0 and real numbers a > -1/2 and ß > -3/2 such that

/ G C    iS); (4)

\D(fix)\ < Ad(x, dS)a    if HI = n and x G S; (5)

\D(f(x)\ < Ad(x, dS)ß   if |¿| = n+ 1 and x G S (6)

(where dix, dS) denotes the distance of x from the boundary of S).
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We require a further condition. If (4)-(6) are satisfied with n > 1, / must also

satisfy

fEC~x(RN). (7)

Since / is supposed bounded, in the sequel we may assume a > 0 whenever

n = 0.

We note the following obvious consequence of the above assumptions.

Lemma 1. Suppose S E RN is a bounded open set such that S has finite upper

Minkowski measure and f is a bounded complex-valued function on RN satisfying

(3)-(7). Then there exists a constant A > 0 such that

|/(x)| < Ad(x, aS)a + n   for all x E S. (8)

Proof. (8) is obvious if n = 0. Otherwise, given x G S, let y G S he such that

|y - x| = d(x, 95). Then, if h = y — x, |£| = n — 1,

i   d
C 4-iDéfiy +th))dt <A(l dix<y + th)°dt < A\h\"

Jq    dt Jq
\Dtf(x)\ =

whence (8).

We give a few examples in order to clarify the sense of the above assumptions on

/ and S.

Example 1. Let S he an open bounded set whose boundary has finite upper

Minkowski measure. If / is the characteristic function of S, then / satisfies (3)-(6)

with n = a = ß = 0. This example corresponds to the case considered by Yudin

[12].
Example 2. Suppose £(x) is an elliptic homogeneous polynomial in N variables

of degree r. Set S = {x E RN: E(x) < I}. It is clear that 35 has finite upper

Minkowski measure. Set, for every real 8 and r/, ¿¡ > 0,

/,,„(*) = (1 - E(x))S + h>     ifxES,

fs,r,ix) — 0 otherwise.

First suppose r/ = 0 and write 8 = r + t, with r an integer, r > 0, — 1 /2 < t <

1/2. Then/Ä 0 satisfies (3)-(7) with S = n = r, a=0, ß = 0 if t = 0. If r^0 then

n = r, a = t, ß = t - 1. In particular, if S = (TV — l)/2 we have n = (N — l)/2,

a = 0, ß = 0 for N odd, while, for N even, n is equal to the integer part of

(N- l)/2,a= 1/2, yS = -1/2.
Suppose now tj ¥= 0, and, as before, 8 = r + t. Ifr = 0 (3)-(7) are satisfied for

¿¡ = r = n, a = 0, ß = -1. If r ^ 0 then n = r, a = t, ß = t-1.

It is clear from these examples that the kernels (2), with / and S satisfying our

assumptions, generalize to 'arbitrary' open sets the spherical Bochner-Riesz kernels.

For every u G L2(RN) denote by u2(u, t) the L2(RN) modules of continuity of u,

i.e. u2(u, t) = supw<, ||Aam||L2, where Ahu(x) = u(x + h) - u(x).

Lemma 2. Suppose S is an open set with compact closure such that 95 has finite

upper Minkowski measure. Let f denote a complex-value function on RN satisfying
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(3)-(7). Then Dèf G £2(£") for every £, with |£| = n. Moreover, if we make the

further assumption that ß ¥= -1/2 when a > 1/2, then

W2(£>£/ t) < At" (9)

where

y = min(l,a + 1/2, ß + 3/2). (10)

Proof. Let (here and in the following) 5, = (x G 5: t/(x, 95) > /}. If a > 0, it

is clear that Dèf E L\RN). Suppose a < 0. Then /, = js |D^*(x)|2 dx is majorized

by Js dix, 5)2a dx. Denote by miy) the distribution function of Xsix)dix> 35)2a

(where x denotes characteristic function). Clearly HmH, = piS,) < jtt(5) and miy)

= 0 if y > í2a. Taking into account the assumption on 95, we have

miy) = p{x G 5,: dix, 95)2" >y) < Ayx/2a.

Therefore

/, = f dix, 95)2a dx < C [[«11, ay + A f*" yx'2a dy <y4(l + i2a+1).
-'s, •'O -'1

Letting / tend to 0 we obtain the first part of the lemma. Assume now that

ß ¥= -1/2 if a > 1/2. Let \h\ < /. Then we easily get

W^d'AIl* < \\xs2,\^f\\Ll + 2||XsNS3,z)íy1|L2 = /, + i2.

We have from (6) and the mean value theorem

r
I2 < At2 i    dix + 9xh, dS)2ß dx,       0<9X<1,

' S

and from (5)

I2 < A [       dix, 95)2a dx.

31

First we consider the case a < 0, ß < 0. Denote by <?(y) the distribution function

of xs2,(x)¿(x + 9xh, dS)2ß. Clearly H^l«, < u(5) and ?(y) = 0 if y > í2^. On the

other hand the condition on 95 implies qiy) < Ayx/2ß for 1 < y < t2ß, so that,

arguing as in the proof of the first part of the lemma, if < At\l + t2ß+x).

Moreover, similar considerations give

1} <a[*      yx/2aay <At2a+x. (11)
J0t)2a

Hence we have

u^Dtf, t) < Ait + ta+x/2 + tß+3/2) < At1 (12)

where y is given by (10).

Suppose now ß < 0, a > 0 (a < 1/2 when ß = -1/2). Then the same computa-

tions as before give

If < At\l + t2ß+x)    or    If < At\l + |log t\)    if ß - -1/2.

Now let m denote the distribution function of Xs\s ix)dix, 95)2a. It is clear that

miy) = 0    ify > (3/) °. (13)
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On the other hand, for y < (3r)2a,y > 0,

miy) < p{x E 5: </(x, 95) < 3/} < At. (14)

Hence, by (13) and (14)

If <A [°')2° t ay <At2a+x.
Jo

Concluding

to^Z»4/, t) < Ait + tß+3/2 + ta+x/2) (15)

if Ä* -1/2, while

u2iDéfi t) <Ait + t |log t\x/2 +ta + x'2) < Ait + ra + '/2) (16)

if ß = -1 /2, 0 < a < 1 /2, a > 1 /2. Similar arguments establish the lemma in the

other cases.

In the next section we shall exclude the case ß = -1/2, a > 1/2. This is in part

for technical reasons and in part because the discussion of such a case will become

clearer after proving the theorem in the next section.

3. This section is devoted to the proof of the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Suppose S E RN is an open bounded set whose boundary has finite

upper Minkowski measure. Let f denote a bounded complex-valued function on R ,

satisfying the assumptions (3)-(7), with ß ^ -1/2 if a > 1/2. Let FR be defined as in

(2) and y as in (10). Set Pj = 2N/N + 2(/j + y). Then for all R > 0

(a) if n + y < N/2

\FR\\p < ApRN/2-<" + * ifl<p <pf,

\FR\\p < ApR"0-x>/plogx/pR       ifp - pf,

\FR\\p<ApRN(p~x>/p ifpf<p<2,

where AP is a constant not depending on R.

(h)Ifn + y > TV/2

l^lli <¿

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

where A is a constant not depending on R.

Proof. Choose a function yp E C°°(RN) with support contained in a ball D of

radius 1/2 centered at the origin, in such a way that

f    i//(x) dx= I, f    xfy(x) dx = 0
JRK JRN

(21)

where | is a multi-index, 0 < |£| < n. Set/Ä(x) = fiR   xx). Then, following Shapiro

[8], we may write

\F*\\r < S H/r * *P)im) - fRim))e\pi2mmt)

2 (/* * ¡P)im)expi2mmt) = 22 + 2,. (22)
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In (22) * denotes the convolution in R N. We shall prove the theorem by producing

the appropriate estimates for 22 and Sp.

Estimates for 22. Set B0 = {x E RN: £ 'x G 5, d(R ~xx, 95) > 2R'X}, C0 =

5 \ B0. Let B = B0 n ZN, C = C0 n ZN.

Then, using the first of (21) we get

2\ 1/2

Z2 < Í2     [   {fiR-,im-x))-f(R-xm)}^(x)dx2)
\meB   JD J

( f(R-\m- x))t(x)dx
JD

2
mec

/, + I2 + Iy

c\fiR-xm)\2)j

1/2

By the differentiability assumptions on /and the second equation of (21)

/, <£-<"+,)    2 f   f     2      a!)"'oí/(£-1(^ + Ox))x«U(x)¿/x
•'o   I |£| = «+1 1

2\'/2

where 0 = 9(x, m) is between 0 and 1. Let ym denote a point in D such that

d(R ~ x(m + x), 95) attains its maximum on D. Then

/,<^£-<"+»( 2   4£-,(m+ym),95)^),/2.

If ß > 0,  /, <^£A'/2-<', + 1> < ARN/2-<n+y\ since fi  contains at most ARN/1

points. If ß < 0, we can reach the same result with little more effort. Namely, set

Bk = {m E B:  R ~x(k - 1) < d(R~xm, 95) <R~xk}  for k = 3, 4,_Clearly

Ä = U* 5*. It then follows (asym G D) that

/, <^£-<" + "  2     2    iR-\k-2)(k + iyx(k + l))2ß)
\   k     m&Bk I

<^£-<n+,)(2     2    iR~\k+ l))2ß\
\   k     meBi I

,'/2

But

(R~x(k + l))2ß < inf d(R~x(m + x),dS)2ß
meBk,x<EQN

<   inf
m&Bk   Jqn

(   d(R~x(m + x),dS)2ß dx
J n..

Ar/2-(n + /3 + 3/2)

so that, changing variables and performing the summations

/, <ARN/2-("+xÁj      d(x,aS)2ßdx\      <AR

Here S, has the same meaning as in Lemma 2 and the last inequality follows by the

same arguments used in proving Lemma 2. The first inequality follows from the

fact that U k U meB R ~ x(m + QN) E SR-¡. Therefore we have

/, < ARN/2-(n + T\ (23)
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To compute 73, remark that C contains at most ARN x points, because of the

assumption on 95. On the other hand, we have, by Lemma 1, that |/(x)| <

Ad(x, 95)a + " if x G 5. It follows that

73 < AR(N-X)/2 sup   \f(R-xm)\ < AR^-\)/2-(n + a) < ARN/2-(n + y)      (24)
m€E C

Analogously one shows

72 < ARN'2-<" + i\ (25)

From (23)-(25) we have

22 < AR"*2-*»**). (26)

Estimates for "£.p. We may write the Poisson summation formula for fR * \¡/ (where

* denotes the convolution in £ N). We get

2 //? * 4>im)exp(2<nimt) = 2 fRim + *m« + 0    with / G TN.
m m

Therefore

2, < sup \\fR(m + 0||„2 ||*(« + 0|U < ̂ S"P ||//t('w + 0||, (27)
mm m

by the smoothness of >/>.

Suppose first m ¥= 0. Then

|^(m + ,)||p=£"i/    |/(£(m + /))["<//]   '

= £:"(/.-.)/,( f |/(x)f<¿^

<£"/2(f |/(x)|2í/x]     .
\J\x\>R/2] ' i

By Lemma 2 and the definition of Nikolskii classes, we see that / belongs to

H2+y(RN). Denote by ER/2(f) the best approximation to/in L2(RN) by means of

spherical entire functions of exponential type Ä/2 (see [6, p. 119]). It is well known

that £Ä/2(/)={/w>fi/2|/(x)|2t/x}1/2. By [6, 5.2.1] we then get ER/2(f) <
AR-{n+y)

In conclusion we have, for m ¥^ 0,

\%(m + 0L < A*"*-***. (28)

Suppose now m = 0. This time we have to evaluate the norm
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We use the same method as in Yudin's paper [12]. Denote by D(r) the ball of

radius   r   centered   at   0.    Set   G0 = D(\),   Gk  = D(2k) \ D(2k~x),   k =

1, 2, ... , 0(log2 £). Then, by Holder's inequality

/<Ä^-')/^2  f   \f(x)\" dx)   "
\   k   JGk )

< ApRNw\\\f\\0 + 2 ( f [fix)? dxX/22kN<-2-»V2
{ k   \J\x\>2*~* I

'//>

If we argue for each term of the summation as in the case m ¥= 0, we obtain

(Í
, 2        \P/2

\f(x)\   dx\      < Ap2-^k-x^n + ̂ p

so that

'|x|>2*~'

I 1 '//>
I < A rn<p-1>/p\ Y 2k(N<-2~p)/2~p(" + y))\     . (29)

Accordingly as p < p¡ or p > pf the sums in (29) diverge or converge, giving rise to

different estimates for /. Collecting these estimates, as well as those arising from

(26)-(28), part (a) of the theorem follows. Part (b) is routine, but we report the

proof for completeness. Since / G H2+y(RN), f belongs to the Liouville space

L2+y~'(RN) for every (small) positive e (see [6, p. 323 and following]). Set

h = (1 + \x\2)n+y-e. Then hf E L2(RN) and h~x E L2(RN) if n + y - e > N/2.

It follows that / G LX(RN), and that / is the Fourier transform of a LX(RN)

function. The Poisson summation formula then implies our assertion.

Remark 1. If p > 2, then an interpolation between 2 and oo shows that

\\FR\\p < ApRN<p-xVp.

Remark 2. As remarked by Yudin [12], when 5 is a compact convex set of the

kind studied by Herz [4], and / is the characteristic function of 5, the estimates of

Theorem 1 follow directly from the estimates proved by Herz [4] for / (see Shapiro

[8] for the case when 5 is the unit ball).

4. In this section we study the case ß = -1/2, a > 1/2, which has been so far

excluded. The results for this case are proved with minor changes in the proofs of

§§2 and 3. However, if /3 = —1/2 and a > 1/2, we make the supplementary

assumptions on / (which are satisfied, for instance, in the case of Bochner-Riesz

kernels)

/ G Cn+2(S), (30)

|Z>ífT.Je)| < Ad(x, 95)"3/2    for all & |£| = n + 2, and x G 5. (31)

The assumptions (30)-(31) are natural, in the sense that they are satisfied, as

remarked, by Bochner-Riesz kernels, and simplify the proofs considerably. For

every u E L2(RN) we denote by u2 2(u, t) the second modulus of continuity of u in

L2(RN), i.e.

to22(M,/)= sup  ||A2«||£2,

\h\<t
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where AJ; denotes the second difference, à?hu(x) = u(x + 2h) — 2u(x + h) + u(x).

The following lemma is similar to Lemma 2.

Lemma 3. Suppose S is an open bounded set such that 95 has finite upper

Minkowski measure. Suppose f is a bounded complex valued function on RN satisfying

(3)-(7) with a > 1/2 and ß = -1/2. Suppose moreover that f satisfies (30) and (31).

Then

u    (dH t) < At

for every | such that |f | = n.

Proof. We already know, from Lemma 2, that D*f E L2(RN). Moreover, for

\h\ < '

\\%D%l* <\\xsAD%li + ^Wxs^D^ = /, + 4/2.

I2 can be evaluated in the same way as in Lemma 2, so that I2 < A\h\a + X/2 < A\h\,

since a > 1/2. As for Ix we observe, by twice applying the mean value theorem

and using (31), that

|Aj/)^*)| < A\h\2d(x + 9xh, 95)3/2,       0 < 9X < 2,

so that if < A\h\4fSi¡ d(x + 9xh, 95)~3 dx. Arguing as in Lemma 2 we get if <

A\h\4(l + r2) < A(t'4 + t2). Hence u^D^f, t) < At.

Remark 3. This lemma implies that/ G H2 + X(RN).

Theorem 2. Suppose S is a bounded open subset of RN whose boundary has finite

upper Minkowski measure. Let f denote a bounded complex valued function on RN

satisfying (3)-(7) with a > 1/2 and ß = -1/2. Suppose moreover that f satisfies (30)

and (31). Let FR be defined as in (2). Then, if pf = 2N/N + 2(n + 1),

(a) ifn + 1 < TV/2

||£*||„<VîA'/2-(,,+I) if\<P<Pj, (32)

||£Ä||, < ApRnO-»"\o¿'>R     ifp = Pf, (33)

||£«11, < 4p¡RlfW ifPj <p<2, (34)

where Ap is a constant not depending on R.

(h)Ifn+ 1 >N/2,\\FR\\X <A.

Proof. Taking into account Lemma 3 and Remark 3, one can repeat the proof

of Theorem 1 verbatim, with the following modifications: the function \p must be

chosen in such a way that the second of (21) holds for every multi-index £ with

||| < n + 1. Derivatives of order n + 1 must be replaced by derivatives of order

n + 2, the number ß must be replaced by — 3/2 and y by 1.

Remark 4. Theorems 1 and 2 are our main result. When FR coincides with a

Bochner-Riesz kernel KR, the upper estimates provided by (17)—(19) and by

(32)-(34) coincide with the estimates of [1] if 8 < (N - l)/2, and if 8 = (N - l)/2

with the estimate of Stein [9]. This can be easily seen from Example 2 in §2. Since

for Bochner-Riesz kernels such estimates are sharp (for p = 1), it follows that

(17)—(19) and (32)-(34) are sharp (forp = 1) for the class of kernels we are dealing
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with (of course they may not be sharp for particular kernels, e.g. when / is the

characteristic function of a rectangle).

Remark 5. The set 5 is supposed open because of conditions (3)-(7). However if

5 is only supposed to be compact (and 95 has finite upper Minkowski measure),

and if / is the characteristic function of 5, then the arguments of Lemma 2 and

Theorem 1 can be repeated, and we obtain essentially the theorem of Yudin [12].

5. In this section we give an application of the results contained in the preceding

sections. Namely we show that the estimates for the Lp norms of FR proved in

Theorems 1 and 2 give rise to a convergence result for the means (1) if g is

supposed to belong to certain spaces of differentiable functions. First of all we

recall that the Lipschitz space A(k,p, q, TN), k > 0, 1 < p, q < oo, is defined as

the space of all g E LP(TN) such that all the (generalized) derivatives D*g with

||| = r (r + T = k, r a nonnegative integer, (0 < t < 1)) belong to LP(TN) and the

seminorms

(/JAI-"-" iZiDHXdS"

are finite (cf. [6] and [11]).

If q = oo, then the definition gives the space Hp(TN). In any case A(k,p, q, TN)

is continuously imbedded in Hk(TN) (see e.g. [11]). The following theorem was

inspired by Ilin's result on the uniform convergence of spectral decompositions (see

[1]).

Theorem 3. Suppose S E RN is a bounded open set such that 95 has finite upper

Minkowski measure and that 0 G 5. Let f denote a bounded function on RN satisfying

(3)-(7) and also (30)—(31) if ß = -1/2 and a > 1/2. Suppose moreover that f E

C °°(D(8)) for some ball centered at 0 of radius 8, and that f(0) = 1. Then, for every

g E A(k, p, q, TN), FR * g converges uniformly to g if the following conditions are

satisfied:

1 < p < oo,        kp > N,        k > N/2 - (n + y),        q < oo, (35)

where y is as in (10) or y = 1 if ß = -1/2 and a > 1/2.

Proof. The second of (35) insures that A(k,p, q, TN) is continuously imbedded

in C(TN) (see e.g. [11, Theorem 9']). Choose »// G CX'(RN) in such a way that

xP(x) = 1 if |x| < ¿¡/2, iKx) = 0 for |x| > 8. Define

**(') = 2 MR -xm)exp(2mmt),       t E TN,
m

where m ranges over ZN. If g G A(k,p, q, TN), we have by Young's inequality

II^r * «II. < WF* * ** * s\L +11^4-11** * s - sil, (36>
with p and p' conjugate exponents. The assumptions on / and \p, and the same

argument used to establish part (b) of Theorem 1, show that the Lx norms of

Fr * ^r are uniformly bounded (with respect to £). On the other hand (see [6,

5.3-5.5]) there exists a trigonometric polynomial PR such that \\PR — g\\p < AR ~k
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and ~%R * PR = PR (because i/>(x) = 1 for |x| < ¿¡/2). It therefore follows

I*. * s - g\\P < ||*Ä * (£* - g)\\„ +Wp* - 8\\p < AR-*

where A depends on g. Now, it is easy to see that, if (35) are satisfied, it follows

from the estimates of Theorems 1 and 2 that the term on the left of (36) is not

greater than a constant A (depending on g). By the uniform boundedness theorem

and the density of the trigonometric polynomials in the space A(k,p, q, TN) (see

[11, Theorem 11']), if q < oo, the thesis follows from the fact that/(0) = 1.

Remark 6. The condition / G C°°(£»(¿¡)) can be of course weakened, e.g.

requiring that/ G H^(D(8)) with A > N/2.

Remark 7. The conditions (35) are formally the same as in Ilin's paper [1]. It is

quite clear that we could have obtained an analogous theorem e.g. in fractionary

Sobolev spaces.
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